
You will be asked to deeply comprehend the idea of “ state of being” in this course.
State of being is the combination of all four levels of consciousness.

The I AM you present to the world is a combination of higher consciousness and lower
consciousness.

   1. Superconsciousness - I am complete.I am connected. I am whole. (Love)
   2. Consciousness - I desire to be complete. I need, I want, I witness, I practice. (I Hope) 
   3. Subconscious - I am not complete, I survive, I adapt, I evolve, I search. I give to receive. I am       
                                limited. 
          (grief)
   4. Unconscious - I am numb.Dead. I am hibernating/ waiting.No one to ask. I am alone. (numb) No 
                             point.
Every thought you think, everything you desire and every ounce of your behavior is processed
through THESE 4 LEVELS OF CONSCIOUSNESS! Yes I yelled there:)

The reason why is we don't realize our “state of being” is a combination plate of ALL OF US. 
This means no matter what you think you are consciously, you are only aware of your personal filter
you look through and believe you are. You are only able to view YOU through a very small part of
you as the rest is underneath the surface. Like a clean room hides its mess in the closet and under
the bed. It appears clean but is messy in the hidden spaces we call shadows.

The conscious mind is only 5% of your vibration. (FOCUS AND CHOICE) 
The Universe works through algorithms & averages. It takes the ‘dominant’ traits of all aspects of
you and reflects the average you hold through your manifestations.
The Universe uses your highest vibe and your lowest vibe in its feedback. This means what you
attract is your highest potential and greatest limits, weakness, power, love & fear combined.
Like a child has dominant traits of parents and whatever the parents are predisposed to will be
included in the blueprint of the child. Has mom's eyes and a temper.

We will be mastering the art of “ state of being” in this section. Although you are a byproduct of your
highest point and lowest point. YOU can alter and change EVERYTHING about you. The trick is to be
aware of what you don't know about yourself.To make the unconscious conscious and integrate the
lower vibrations. This changes our averages and entire focal point and attraction. The Universe
feedbacks a reflection hidden and transparent in the reality you live in.  

Manifestation was created so that you could choose to have the experience of focus and choice by
using time ,space ,observation to create inspiration.
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True creation happens through this formula:-

1. Notice - observe outside blueprint( reality)
2. Discern - not judge but use contrast to visualize new blueprint based on
personal preference 
3. Desire - excitement of being, sharing, giving, receiving,touching and
expanding.
4. Decide - choice of desired experience of reality.
5. Become - Act as if through the feeling to generate the holographic
experience of your choice manifested.

Sounds complicated? Not really. It's just that we have been doing it
completely wrong for most of our lives. What is forgien will feel difficult.
Practice and understanding will be your shift. The information here is just
to remind you. 
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Age? It's just a myth, past maturity.
Time? Is an illusion that you can very easily control. 
Health? Just a by- product of how separated you are from your inner child.
Money? A measurement of how safe, deserving & free you feel.
Freedom? Your perception of your own potential versus limits. 
Space? The reflection of the “container” you have to work with.
Addiction is nothing more than a buffer we utilize to avoid grief. 
Settling is what we do when time and self worth are compromised.
Desire that comes from lack or loss will create more loss and lack.
Manifestation shows us precisely what we are hiding, feeling, loving and fearing.
Manifestation shows us how powerful we are & how limited we are acting.. 
Synchronicity is the feedback game of “ hot & cold” from the Universe.
People, places & things will reflect your “state of being”.
Belief is the state of “being the lie” 
The Universe is nothing more than “ You in verse” ( your movie)
Limits are only the belief you are not Unlimited 
Responsibility is the “ ability to respond”
Fear and Love have the greatest power in manifestation.
When you create the problem you also create the solution 
Your desired Manifestations will improve through grief release
There is no such thing as weight in the Universe.
There is no wait in the Universe.
The Universe is only YES.
Intimacy is IN TO ME I SEE.
Circumstances do not matter, only state of being matters.
Everything is healable
Everything is changeable 
Alignment means you don't have to give up something to get something. 
Alignment means you don't have to lose something or someone to become free, abundant
and authentic.
Your body has the entire manifestation system within you.
Alignment means you will live by the 80/20 rule ( 20% work, 80% play)
You do not need to settle. You are infinite in value and choice.
Challenges you face, walls you can't get over abundance you can't create and fears you
believe in are all being created and managed by some aspect of you.
You have access to every spiritual gift and all information of the Universe within you.

So let's talk truth
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And many many more truths we will unpack as we go.  

In this session we are going to disillusion you from your negative unconscious beliefs about
desire. This will shred the idea of who you think you are and who you think you are not. Your
personality is a combo of your potential and limits. Your behavior is the reflection of your
subconscious mind. 

1. Need ( ice ) solid starvation of something missing, lost or lacking.
2. Want( water) malleable desires based on perceived state of being. 
3. Is ( steam) Satisfied , complete and interacting with all aspects to experience yourself as
whole.

The 7 steps to self mastery will be our guide.
1. Self awareness
2. Self exploration
3. Self discovery 
4. Self understanding
5. Self love 
6. Self transformation
7. Self mastery

Desire verse Being. Lecture…
Desire in lack : adrenaline , cortisol, estrogen and testosterone.
 Ages you, confuses you, limits you, exhausts you, stresses you, scares you, fights you,
depresses you, panics you, separates you, drains you, lies to you, cheats on you, victimizes
you, penetrates you, brain washes you and disempowers you and disconnects you.

Desire in abundance- Serotonin, endorphins, dopamine, adrenaline and oxytocin, cortisol and
adrenaline.
Empowers you, grows you, feeds you, protects you, supports you,fixes you, provides for you,
hears you, sees you, allows you, expands you, strengthens you, frees you. 


